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tiou 90 tot tine u Rta 
Mount Everest, 29,028 feet, is on the left, but can you name the other 

two peaks? The center peak is the fourth highest mountain in the world 

at 27,890 feet, and the peak to the right towers to 25,850 feet. 

The American Mount Everest Expedition will attempt to climb all three 

in 1963. Answer on page three. 



MEM CHIMES 
As we approach the threshold of another year, 

our thoughts turn gratefully to you, our readers, who have made 
possible the publication of "Summit." Because of your 

increased interest during the past year, we are adding new and larger 
printing equipment at "Surnrnithaus," which will 

allow us to increase the size and quality of "Summit" during the 
coming year. Our sincere thanks and appreciation for 

helping to make this progress possible. In this spirit, 
we extend to you the 
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vilmettican to vIttempt evekest 

"Why climb Mount Everest?" asks the skeptic. 

Years ago the great British climber, George Leigh-Mallory, 

gave the answer that has become classic: "Because it is 

there." 

"But now it has been done," comes the riposte. "Why do 

it again?" 

And the answer is changed by only one word: "Because it 

is STILL there." 

The mountain—every inch of it. 

And the challenge. 

Why man in space? Russia's Yuri Gagarin was the first to 

orbit our planet, but does this stop our own efforts to soar up 

from the earth? 

Norway's Amundsen was the first man to reach the South 

Pole, in 1911. This did not stop Scott and a host of other 

explorers, up to the very present, from following in his foot-

steps. 

America's Peary was first to the North Pole, in 1909. Did 

this put an end to all further polar exploration? The list of 

others who duplicated his feat in later years is long, and 

includes such names as Amundsen, Ellsworth and Byrd. 

Switzerland's Auguste Piccard went highest in a balloon. 

His world record has long since been broken by men of many 

nations. 

Auguste Piccard's son, Jacques, reached a record ocean 

depth, but exploration of the deep will continue to challenge 

the scientists of many nations. 

So, too, it is—and will be—with Everest, highest point on 

our planet. It was first scaled on May 29, 1953 by Sir Edmund 

Hillary and Sherpa Tenzing Norgay, members of a large, well-

organized British expedition under the brilliant leadership of 

Sir John Hunt; and after thirty-two years of unsuccessful at-

tempts. It was a magnificent victory. But does that mean that 

Everest is done, finished, of no more interest to men? . . . 
Scarcely . . . It was climbed again by a Swiss team in 1956. 

It was a near miss for an Indian expedition in 1960; and in 

the same year a Chinese Communist party was on the moun- 
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tam n on the Tibetan side. The Indians plan to try again. 

Climbers of many nations are waiting their turn. 

The winning of Everest is not a stunt—to be admired, brief-

ly cheered, and then pushed off into history. Like the explor-

ation of space, of the poles, of the depths of the sea, it is 

part of the continuing process of man's expansion of his 

frontiers. As of today, the Summit of the World has been 

barely touched—is barely known. And the answer to its 

challenge must, and will, continue. 

Ours has been called The Age of Anxiety, the Age of the 

Bomb, the age of this and that, most of it highly depressing. 

It has also—in a more limited but far brighter aspect—been 

an Age of Mountaineering. A mere twelve years ago not one 

of earth's highest mountains had been climbed. Today, every 

one of the top thirteen—all in the Himalaya—has been 

scaled: a record to be proud of. 

But even here there is a shadow, a regret—at least for 

American climbers—for our own role has been a small one. 

Witness the following scoreboard for the thirteen "giants": 

Year 

Rank: Name of Peak: Height climbed: Nation: 

1 Mount Everest 29,028 1953 Great Britain 

2 K 2 28,253 1954 Italy 

3 Kangchenjunga 28,168 1955 Great Britain 

4 Lhotse 27,890 1956 Switzerland 

5 Makalu 27,790 1955 France 
6 Dhaulagiri 26,975 1960 Switzerland 
7 Cho Oyu 26,750 1954 Austria 
8 Manaslu 26,658 1956 Japan 

.9 Nanga Parbat 26,658 1953 Germany-Austria 
10 Annapurna I 26,504 1950 France 

11 Gasherbrum I 26,470 1958 U.S. A. 

12 Broad Peak 26,400 1957 Austria 

13 Ga sherbrum II 26,360 1956 Austria 

. An American total of one out of the lot. 

This does not mean that our own climbers have turned their 
to page four, please 
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1962 
By James Ramsey Ullman and Norman G. Dyhrenfurth 

ANSWER TO KNOW YOUR MOUNTAINS: 

Lhotse, center, and Nuptse, to the right of Mount Everest. 

Leader 

NORMAN G. DYHRENFURTH, Leader of the 1963 Ameri-
can Mount Everest Expedition, is 43 and lives with his 
wife and one child in Santa Monica, California. A motion 
picture producer-director, his education includes Matura, 
Kant. Gymnasium Zurich, Switzerland and Diploma, Kant. 
Handelsschule Zurich, Switzerland. He has been a mem-
ber of the following expeditions: 1938 Mount St. Agnes, 
Alaska; 1938 Harvard Alaskan Expedition (co-leader); 
1952 Swiss Mount Everest Expedition; 1955 International 
Himalayan Expedition (leader); 1958 Slick-Johnson Snow-
man Expedition (deputy leader), and the 1960 Swiss 
Dhaulagiri Expedition. 

Deputy Leader 

WILLIAM E. SIR!, 42, is a research physicist dnd lives 
in Richmond, California. He is married and has two chil-
dren. He has climbed in the Sierra Nevada, Wind River 
Range, Pacific Northwest, Canadian Rockies, Coastal 
Ranges, B. C., European Alps, Peruvian and Bolivian 
Andes, Himalaya, Nepal and Antarctic. He has led the 
following expeditions: 1952 University of California 
Peruvian Expedition; 1954 California Himalayan Expedi-
tion to Makalu; 1957 University of California Bolivian 
Expedition. He served as Field Leader for the 1957-58 
International Physiological Antarctica Expedition. 

I
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Expedition needs support 
backs on the world's summits; that they have not felt their 

lure and challenge. Time and again they have gone out to the 

Himalaya, fought valiantly, accomplished much. But, more 

often than not, final victory has eluded them. And for the 

most ironic of reasons. 

To many nations in Europe, and more recently Asia, the 

conquest of the world's great mountains ranks in importance 

with the Olympic Games, polar exploration, even space travel. 

And their organization are matters of national interest and' 

participation. For example, nearly every European country 

has well-established foundations, both private and govern-

mental, whose express purpose is to organize and finance 

such ventures: among them the British Himalayan Committee, 

the Swiss Foundation for Alpine Research, the French 

Himalayan Committee, the German Himalayan Foundation. And 

the list could go on and on. Also, many museums, univer-

sities, large corporations, and governments themselves have, 

year after year, provided resources and funds. 

In India, Prime Minister Nehru has taken a vital interest in 

the Himalaya, and each year government-sponsored teams are 

out among the great peaks. In 1960, the government provided 

no less than $200,000 for the Indian Everest expedition, and 

a like sum will be available for the next try in '62. There, as 

in many other countries, mountaineering is a matter of pride, 

of prestige, of national' interest. 

Beyond this, international recognition has often been be-

stowed. In 1932, the Olympic Games Committee awarded a 

gold medal (Prix d'Alpinisme) to Paul Bauer, leader of two 

German expeditions to Kangchenjunga; in 1936, to Prof. G.O. 

Dyhrenfurth and his wife, for their exploits on an expedition 

of mixed nationalities to the Karakorum. Indeed, mountaineer-

ing is recognized as a major human activity almost every-

where in the civilized world. 

Almost. But not quite .. . 

For the exception, alas, is our own United States; and it is 

the sad fact that American mountaineers cannot count on the 

same support, financial and organizational, that is given to 

those of other nations. There is no governmental support. 

There are no foundations or other institutions devoted primar-

ily to such purposes. The average expedition is financed by 

the members going around, hat in hand, to assorted solvent, 

and they hope receptive, friends and relatives. 

There is the irony: that, to date, almost every mountain 

expedition of the wealthiest nation on earth has been strictly 

of the "shoestring" variety. They have gotten to their moun-

tains at all only by diligent scrimping and corner-cutting, and 

once there, they have been at overwhelming disadvantage for 

lack of ample manpower, supplies and equipment. For but one 

example take the 1953 American expedition to K 2, the sec- 
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ond highest mountain in the world. It struggled valiantly, 

climbed high on the peak, but in the end, before the goal 

could be won, simply ran out of resources. Their total budget 

for the venture was $33,000. The next year, the Italian team 

that successfully reached the top, was able to draw on the 

equivalent of $250,000. 

Let this not be taken as an attempt to denigrate the great 

climbers of other nations. Or to suggest that one can "buy" 

one's way to the mountaintops . . . Far from it . .. But moun-

taineers, like other men, must eat, sleep and keep warm; they 

must have the specialized equipment of their craft; and with-

out it—and the funds to provide it—they can have little 

chance of success. If our country wants to play its full part 

in the great venture of the earth's summits, our expeditions 

must have better support than they have had in the past. 

What are the chances of this? 

There are some hopeful signs. Every year more and more 

Americans are becoming interested in mountains and moun-

taineering. Our own peaks are scaled far more often than they 

used to be. Membership in climbing and hiking clubs has in-

creased enormously. As the world shrinks and horizons 

expand, Everest itself is closer to us today than were the 

Appalachians or Rockies a few generations ago. 

Specifically in the aiding of expeditions, there is also some 

progress. Last year, a Chicago publishing house, World 

Books Encyclopedia of Marshall Field Enterprises, provided 

$200,000 for Sir Edmund Hillary's expedition to Makalu, the 

world's fifth highest mountain. And an interesting aspect of 

this is that no possible "first" was involved, for Makalu had 

already been climbed by a French expedition in 1955. It was 

a far cry from sponsorship of a "stunt."It was an investment 

in exploration, in science, in adventure—in the expansion of 

man's knowledge and experience. 

It is the confident hope of the American Mount Everest Ex-

pedition of 1963 that it, too, will find the support it needs: 

from our government, indirectly; • from foundations, industry 

and interested individuals, in backing that will not only make 

it possible but give it every chance of success. By American 

standards of the 1960's, the amount sought is not large. 

Compared to what is needed for polar exploration—let alone 

space flight—the cost is negligible. Far more is gambled on 

television shows, sports promotions and similar enterprises 

every day of the year. 

And to those who support us, what can we offer in return? 

First, an expedition organized and manned by the best 

mountaineers of our country, endorsed by our foremost climb-

ing clubs, and already with permission for the venture (which 

is not lightly given) from the Government of Nepal. 

Second, an objective that includes not only the ascent of 

Everest but of its sister peaks, Lhotse and Nuptse; a three-

to page twelve, please 
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a close look - 
. .at Nuptse, 25,850 feet, 

one of three objectives of the 

American Everest Expedition, from 

Lobuje, a yak pasture 

at 16,000 feet. The Swiss 

expedition spent two months 

here, during the monsoon storms. 

N. G. Dyhrenfurth Photos 
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still closer- 
. . .look at Nuptse 

and the upper Khumbu Ice Fall. 
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estimated expenses - 
Organizational expenses, June 1960—Jan. 1963: 

(Nepalese fees, corporation expenses, travel, 

office, brochure, equipment tests, etc.) $ 16,500 

Mt. Rainier Training Camp, incl. travel 3,500 

Equipment & Clothing 41,100 

Oxygen, 30 sets, complete, @ $165 $ 4,950 

200 4-litre cylinders, @ $50 10,000 14,950 

Air Travel, 18 men 33,300, 

Freight & Handling: 

Seattle-Calcutta, Sea, 10 tons @ $53.5 $ 535 

Europe-Calcutta, RR & Sea, 2.5 tons @ $55 138 

Calcutta-Kathmandu, truck, 12.5 t. @ 360/I.C. 965 

Kathmandu-Calcutta, truck, 3 t. @ 360/I.C. 230 

Calcutta-Seattle, Sea, 3 t. @ $53.5 161 

Warehouse, handling & warfing 500 

Trucking, U.S. and India 350 2,879 

Indian Customs Bond, brokerage fees, etc. 500 

Living expenses en route, 18 men, 3 weeks @ $100 5,400 

Hotel Royal, Kathmandu: 388 man-days @ 48/N.C. 2,448 

Incidentals, $150 per man 2,700 

Misc. presents 950 

Wages: 

Sirdar, 130 days @ 10/I.C. $ 276 

Assist. Sirdar, 130 days @ 8/I.C. 221 

Cook, 130 days @ 8/I.C. 221 

Liaison Officer, 5 months @ 200/I.C. 211 

30 Sherpas, 130 days @ 5/I.C. 4,149 

Mail Runners 750 

Porterage: 18,350 man-days @ 4/I.C. 15,617 

Supplementary wages, High Camps 750 22,195 

Food: 

Climbers, $3./day, 2,160 man-days $ 6,480 

Sherpas, $1.5/day, 4,080 man-days 6,120 12,600 

Still Photography: 

Color and black & white films $ 1,845 

Processing & Printing 2,500 4,345 

Documentary Film Production: 

20,000' 16mm Commercial Ektachrome $ 1,460 

20,000' Processing 1,000 

19,000' Color Work Print @ .11 2,090 

Magnetic tapes 100 

Three 50-ft. magazine-load "summit" camera 1,150 

U.S. Customs: 20,000' @ .02 400 6,200 

$169,567 

16.957 

TOTAL: $186,524 
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fourth highest mountain 
Lhotse, 27,890 feet, from the south, taken with telephoto lens from 
Thangboche Lamasery. 

N. G. Dyhrenfurth Photos 

Camp IV will be placed on the lowest point of this ridge leading from 
Nuptse to Lhotse. 
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DANIEL E. DOODY, 28, single, is a film maker by trade 
and lives in Los Angeles, California. His education in-
cludes a B.S. degree in Agricultural Mechanics from the 
University of Wyoming and a M.A. degree, Cinema, from 
the University of Southern California. His mountaineering 
climbs include a first ascent of the north face of Mt. Edith 
Cavell in the Canadian Rockies. 

RICHARD M. EMERSON, 36, is married and has t..do chil-
dren. Living in Cincinnati, Ohio, he is Assistant Profes-
sor of Sociology and Senior Research Associate in 
Psychiatry at the University of Cincinnati. He has 
climbed extensively in the Italian, Austrian and Swiss 
Alps, as well as the U.S. mountains, and was a member 
of the 1960 American Pakistan Karakorum Expedition to 
Masherbrum. 

everest time schedule 
Summer 1962: 

Two-week training camp on Mt. Rainier, Washington 

December 15, 1962: 

Expedition's equipment and stores about 10 tons —leave 

Seattle for Calcutta, India. 

French oxygen equipment, "La Dolomite" boots, crampons, 

ice axes, etc. leave Europe for Calcutta. 

January 20, 1963: 

Norman Dyhrenfurth, Sally Dyhrenfurth and Dan Doody 

(cameraman) depart from Los Angeles by air via Honolulu, 

Tokyo and Hong Kong. 
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January 25: 

Arrival in Calcutta. 

January 26 — February 1: 

Clearance of all expedition goods through Indian Customs; 

arrangements for bank account, Customs Bond, Nepalese 

visas, shipment by Dooars Transport Company via road to 

Kathmandu, etc. 

February 2: 

Flight to Kathmandu. 
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HERBERT G. STALEY, 32, single, is an insurance 
salesman in Seattle, Washington. He holds a B.A. degree 
from the University of Washington and is a mountain 
guide, ski instructor and commercial pilot. He has climbed 
in the Cascades, Sierra Nevada, Bugaboos, Black Hills, 
and was a member of the Mt. Huntington Alaska Expedi-
tion. 

JOHN. A. RUPLEY, 28, is single and a chemist by occu-
pation. He holds a Ph.D. in Biochemistry from the Uni-
versity of Washington. He has climbed in Alaska, French 
Alps, Bugaboos, B. C., and has made several first ascents 
in the Cascades and Wyoming. 

February 3 — 10: 

Final arrangements with Nepal Government, Himalayan 

Society, Liaison Officer, etc. 

February 8: 

Departure of team members from West Coast by air. 

February 12: 

Arrival of team in Calcutta. 

February 13 — 14: 

Customs, Nepalese visas, etc. 

February 15: 

Flight to Kathmandu. Meeting of entire team with Sherpas. 

February 16 — 19: 

Meetings with American Embassy staff, Foreign Ministry, 

press, etc. Final arrangements and preparations. 

February 20: 

Departure from Kathmandu. Trucks and jeeps as far as 

Panchkhal. 

March 7: 

Arrival at Namche Bazar. Exchange of Kathmandu men for 

Solu Khumbu porters. 
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JAMES RAMSEY ULLMAN, 54, is married, has two chil-
dren and lives in Boston, Massachussetts. A Princeton 
graduate, he has written numerous books, including such 
well-known mountaineering books as "The Age of Moun-
taineering," "Banner in the Sky," "Kingdom of Adven-
ture: Everest," "The White Tower" and "High Conquest." 
He has climbed in the Alps, American and Canadian 
Rockies, Tetons, Andes of South Americo, Mexico, Africa, 
am? Himalayan foothills of Nepal. 

RICHARD E. McGOW AN, 28, is a high school teacher and 
lives with his wife and three children in Edmonds, Wash-
ington. His mountaineering activities include no less than 
five expeditions since 1951 to the Yukon, Alaska, 
Himalaya (Lhotse), and Karakorum. He is also Chief 
Guide during the summer months at Mount Rainier Na-
tional Park. 

schedule-cont. 
March 9 — 10: 

Namche Bazar — Thangboche — Pangboche Pheriche 

(13,921 feet), Acclimatization Camp. Return of Solu Khumbu 

porters. 

March 11 — 31: 

Acclimatization climbs to 21,000 feet. Oxygen training 

(masks and equipment only, without actual use of oxygen). 

Selection of Basecamp site. Arrival of Solu Khumbu porters. 

April 1 — 2: 

Pheriche — Lobuje Gorak Shep — Basecamp (17,800 feet). 

Porters return to Lobuje. 
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April 3 — 5: 

Build-up Basecamp. Solu Khumbu porters carry up firewood, 

then return to villages. 

April 6 — 20: 

Preparation of route through Khumbu Icefall. Establishment 

of temporary supply dump (19,200 feet), Camp I (20,175 feet) 

and Camp 11 (21,500 feet). 

April 21 — 30: 

Continued build-up of Advance Base, reconnaissance of 

Lhotse Face, establishment of Camp III (22,800 feet), Camp 

IV (24,000 feet) and Camp V (25,000 feet). 
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JAMES OWEN M. ROBERTS, 45, is a Lt. Colonel in the 
British Army and is presently stationed in Nepal. He has 
been a member of numerous expeditions to the Karakorum 
and Himalaya, including the 1953 British Mt. Everest 
Expedition. He led the 1957 British Machapuchare Expe-
dition and the 1960 Joint British-Nepalese-Indian Expe-
dition to Anapurna 

WILLIAM F. UNSOELD, 35, is a University Professor in 
Philosophy and Religion and lives with his wife and four 
children at Corvallis, Oregon. He has climbed extensive-
ly, including seven summer seasons as mountain guide at 
Grand Teton National Park. He was with the 1949 
Nilkantha Expedition, Garhwal Himalaya; 1954 California 
Himalayan Expedition to Makalu, and 1960 American 
Pakistan Karakorum Expedition. 

May 1 — 15: 

Build-up of High Camps. Camp IV A (24,833 feet) on Nuptse 

Ridge, Camp V A (26,600 feet) just south of Geneva Spur 

toward Lhotse, and Camp VI (26,201 feet) on South Col. 

Return of team members to Lobuje "rest-camp" (16,175 

feet) on rotation plan. This will prevent staleness due to 

overexposure to high altitude. 

May 16 —31: 
Attempt on summit of Nuptse by two teams of two men each. 

Camp VII (27,900 feet) to be established on Everest's SE-

Ridge. Simultaneous assaults on Everest and Lhotse: three 
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two-man teams on Everest, and two two-man teams on 

Lhotse. 

June 1 — 20: 

Return to Kathmandu. 

June 21 — 27: 

Payment of Sherpas and porters, preparation of baggage for 

customs clearance and transport, sight-seeing, etc. 

June 28 — July 10: 

Return to the United States via Europe. 
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RICHARD POWNALL, 34, lives with his wife and two 

children in Denver, Colorado where he is occupied as a 

Mathematics and Physical Education Instructor. A moun-

tain guide during the summer at Grand Teton National 

Park, he has also climbed in the Austrian, Swiss and 

Italian Alps, and the mountains of Oregon, 'Colorado and 

Canada. 

from page four 

ply mountaineering "first" that has never yet even been 

attempted. 

Third, a record of the expedition, in print and film (both 

produced by professionals) that we hope will not only be of 

general interest but will also help substantially in balancing 

the books. 

Fourth, a scientific program (later described) that cannot 

fall to add to the world's store of useful knowledge. 

And finally, the simple fact of our being the first American 

expedition to the highest mountain on earth. 

We will not over-labor this last point. Strident nationalism 

and jingo flag-waving have no place on the great peaks that 

tower above all mankind. But still the fact remains that the 

first American go at Everest will be an event. If we succeed, 

it will—no question about it—be a feather in our cap, a 

booster to our prestige, a refutation beyond argument of our 
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WILLIAM E. LONG, 30, lives with his wife and two chil-

dren in Columbus, Ohio. He holds an M.S. degree in 

Geology from the Ohio State University. A Geologist and 

Glaciologist, he went to Antarctica for the 1957-59 I.G.Y. 

He was a member of the 1954 California Himalayan Expe-

dition to Makalu and was with the Ohio State University 

Horlick Mountains Expeditions in 1960 and 1961. 

detractor's taunt that we are a nation gone soft and gutless. 

If we do not (and the climber who says he is sure of success 

is either a fool or a confidence man), we will at least have 

joined the .rest of the world in one of its great enterprises, 

abandoned our "isolationism" in mountaineering, as we have 

long since in other fields. 

,It is Still. There 
Man responds to challenge because that is the. nature of 

man. In the sciences, the arts. And in the physical world. He 

goes north and south to the poles, down into ocean depth, 

out into space .. . and as far into space as his own legs and 

lungs will take him, which is to the world of the mountain-

tops. Of this world, the focal point is the Himalaya. The 

Himalaya's focal point is Everest. 

It is still there. It always will be. 

And it is time we had a look for ourselves 
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JAMES W. WHITTAKER, 32, is married, has two children 
and lives in Redmond, Washington. He is manager of 
Recreational Equipment, Inc., holds a B.S. degree in 
Biology from Seattle University, is a ski instructor and 
mountain guide. He has climbed all of the major peaks in 
Washington and Oregon, including 54 ascents of Mount 
Rainier. He climbed Mount McKinley in 1960. 

LOUIS W. WHITTAKER, 32, is married, has two children 
and lives in Redmond, Washington. He is a sporting goods 
salesman, holds a B.S. degree in Biology from Seattle 
University, is a ski instructor and mountain guide. He 
has climbed all of the major peaks in Washington, includ-
ing 60 ascents of Mount Rainier. He climbed Mount 
McKinley in 1960. 

An Invitation 

The organization and financing of an Everest expedition is a complex affair, not unlike the readying of a team for 

the Olympic Games. And it is hoped that, like our Olympic Teams, it will have a broad base of public interest and 

support. Whatever its final accomplishment, it will be a major event in the history of American mountaineering. It 

needs and merits —the backing of all Americans, and particularly of those among us who themselves know and love 

the mountains. 

Contributions, which are now being sought, may be sent to AMERICAN MOUNT EVEREST EXPEDITION 1963, 714 

Latimer Road, Santa Monica, California. 

Since there is no question of profit, contributions are, of course, tax-deductible. And those who contribute, in 

whatever amount, will be, no less than the climbers themselves, an integral and essential part of a great enterprise. 
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Strolling along a path in the Vienna Woods. 
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clActitta citoods 
By Niles and Louise Werner 

Many miles of trails meander through the oak, elm, chest-

nut, beech and maple forests of the Vienna Woods, to the 

northwest of the city of Vienna in Austria. To be sure, you 

are never far from a paved highway which also penetrates it, 

strung with hotels, restaurants, and what-have-you. Still, a 

long walk in the "Wienerwald," as the Viennese call it, is a 

pleasant contrast to viewing castles, museums and cathe-

drals. 

You can find campgrounds and fine views of the city and 

surrounding country. A favorite approach is by way of Grinz-

ing, a suburb famous for its wine festivals, where the 

Viennese (and the tourists) toast the harvest by drinking 

copious quantities of new wine. 

Along the Danube 
Another interesting feature best seen from the Wienerwald 

is the River Danube. From this distance you can keep your 

illusions about how beautiful and blue it is. We, however, 

decided to take a walk along its left bank, downstream, in 

the direction of Hungary's Iron Curtain, which is only about 

25 miles from Vienna. 

Crossing the river via the Reichsbrucke we turned right, 

and followed a trail across a meadow where kids were flying 

kites, toward an earth dike whose top afforded pretty good 

walking, while overlooking the river with its traffic, includ-

ing old side-wheelers hauling barges. Here the Danube was 

about as blue and beautiful as the Colorado is silvery. 

A mile or so downstream clumps of cottonwoods and willows 

edged the bank, also sedge grass and a scattering of wild-

flowers: lavender asters, cornflowers and scabiosa, yellow 

pentstamen, and later tangles of wild roses, raspberries, cow 

parsnips and morning glories. 

We looked for mushrooms but found none. We had come 
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across an article on the children's page of an Austrian mag-

azine, which told with profuse illustrations, which mush-

rooms were safe to eat, and which were poisonous. Apparent-

ly, in most European countries where mushrooms grow, the 

attitude favors educating people, even children, instead of 

keeping them ignorant and scared. In Scandinavia we encoun-

tered groups of children out in the woods with a naturalist, 

who was teaching them how to differentiate between edible 

and non-edible wild foods, mushrooms included. 

Where were we? Oh, yes, on the Danube. The only people 

we saw were campers. Up in the Vienna Woods there had 

been so many places to get food and drink that we had not 

thought of bringing a lunch. At noon we were about seven 

miles from the city and the only settlements we could see 

were some distance back from the river. Then we saw a sign 

reading "Gasthaus zum Blaue Hecht." 

"That's for us," we said, but when we had located it we 

weren't so sure. It was on a railroad and the place was full 

of railroad men loudly talking, eating and drinking. But we 

sat down at a table and we never tasted better prepared fish 

(blaue hecht, it turned out, was a fish caught in the Danube). 

The meal cost $1.05, including wine, potatoes, green salad, 

cookies and coffee. For real 'genziitlichkeit' these Gast-

hauser are hard to beat, both in Germany and Austria. The 

food is reasonable and good, and the spirit friendly. Many of 

them have rooms, too. 

After this satisfying meal we sauntered another mile or so, 

but turned around short of a place marked on the map as a 

bird sanctuary. We are still wondering whether one could 

float into Hungary unmolested on the Danube, or whether one 

would encounter border guards and barbed wire. Does any-

body know? 
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Photo made from matte original by Mark F. Meier and Austin F 

Mount Adams —the Great East Face —showing climbing 

routes made recently. (1) First ascent of East Face proper, July 2, 

by Ed Cooper and Mike Swayne. (2) New route on South Lobe of Lyman Glacier (or only 

lobe of Wilson Glacier, depending on terminology, as both glaciers 

are fed from the same ice cap), by Herb Staley and Fred Beckey. (North lobe climbed in 1948 by 

C. Molenaar and R. Craig.) 

(3) First ascent of Lava Ridge, September 22 by Ed Cooper and 

John Holland (not to be confused with the Lava Glacier Headwall route, which in a 

previous picture in ''Summit" appears in same location, but behind). 

the great east face 
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A year ago on the Fourth of July weekend, Mike Swayne 

and I headed down to Mt. Adams to attempt the climb of the 

Lava Glacier Headwall, which we succeeded in doing. This 

past Fourth of July weekend we again headed to Mt. Adams, 

but with a different object in mind—the great east face of 

Mt. Adams. 

It is certainly a tribute to Summit Magazine that after Dee 

Molenaar's article on Mt. Adams in the March issue, all the 

hot climbers around Seattle were suddenly "interested" in 

Mt. Adams, especially the great east face, about which the 

point had been emphasized in the article that "notab7-7 miss-

ing among the listed routes are any that suggest more than 

an exploratory nibbling at the edges of the great east face of 

Mt. Adams." 

Climbing seminars were held in which groups plotted in 

secret the best route up the-'East face, utilizing the picture 

appearing on the inside cover of the March issue. It became 

a game to see how vague one could be in answer to specific 

questions concerning Mt. Adams. Most were agreed that the 

ridge on the left center of the face, leading to the ice cap, or 

possibly through it, was the best route, although some 

thought that following the glacier immediately to the right 

of the ridge, and then making a right diagonal ascent of the 

face to the ice cap, would be better. However, for all this 

armchair planning, the big question was the ice cap itself 

which looked as though it formed a rim of ice cliffs across 

the top of the east face. And ice cliffs do break off every 

now and then, and it is best not to be under them when they 

do. So what it amounted to was finding a route that was ex-

posed to a minimum of icefall from above, preferably none. 

Any route that met these specifications was the most likely 

to be-climbed. 

With all the talk of Mt. Adams, I was quite surprised when 

I arrived back in Seattle (after having been gone a month and 

a half) to learn that the East face still had not been climbed, 

although one very strong party had been down there and 

attempted the approach from the south, only to give up be-

cause of the heat and length of the approach. We were now 

in a position to give it a try. 

Mike and I left on Friday with a dubious weather forecast. 

Our plan was to leave the car very early Saturday morning so  

that we would be up high on the East face late in the after-

noon when the sun was off of it, and presumably it would be 

safer. Perhaps we could bivouac near the top somewhere. We 

decided upon the northern approach, as that was the approach 

we were familiar with from the year before, and the one that 

we knew would go. 

We left the car at 5 a.m. and in four hours were on the 

North ridge at the drop-off point onto the Lava Glacier. We 

glanced up at the headwall where we had climbed almost a 

year ago to the very day, and everywhere saw evidence of 

freshly fallen rock. Continuing on, we found unexpectedly 

good going, and by noon found ourselves at the base of the 

East face. We were not at all prepared for what we saw, as 

the scenery on this east side of the mountain is some of the 

most spectacular in the Cascades, the Northern Cascades 

included. Everywhere were sharp volcanic pinnacles, rock 

walls, and savage ice cliffs. Anyone who climbs the North 

ridge of Mt. Adams (there must be several hundred each year) 

has no idea of the scenery he could gaze upon by a mere 

hour-hike across the Lava Glacier and around the Lava 

Ridge. Meanwhile back at the bottom of the East face we 

observed that the weather was showing signs of deteriorat-

ing; the summit had an ugly cloud cap on it and thunderheads 

were building up, as well as low clouds moving in from the 

west. 

We carefully surveyed the East face; the ridge seen in the 

photograph of the East face was no good (showing that 

photographs, while helpful in planning routes, do not always 

tell the whole story)—there were numerous overhanging 

pinnacles in the ridge, besides which the ridge did not go 

through the ice cliffs, but ended beneath them, leaving a 

menacing ice cliff to climb if one ever reached that point. 

The ice dusted precipices of a possible right diagonal 

ascent of the face just to the right of the ridge were just 

that—ice dusted. Large chunks of ice broke off at random 

from the overhanging cap, smashing to bits on their way 

down. Certainly impressive, but no place to climb. The place 

that looked the most promising appeared in the photograph 

to be the least promising. We could see a deep, winding, 

partially snow-filled couloir leading through the vertical 

cliffs on the right side of the face. (When seen frond below, 

of mount adams challenged 
By Ed Cooper 
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Falling rock zigs while I zag 

early in the season, this is the farthest to the right of the 

three couloirs that have snow or ice in them.) Further, we 

observed that the only break in the ice cliffs was above this 

point, although we could not be entirely sure we were free 

from ice fall, as we could not see everything above the rock 

cliffs. 

We continued up a steep corridor of snow and in several 

hours were at a giant bergschrund which separated us from 

the steep snow slope leading to the rock face above. On the 

steep snow slope above us we observed deep furrows created 

by the rockfall. The lower side of the bergschrund, where we 

were right now, was pitted with rockfall. It was relatively 

quite now, though, and we attributed this to the cloud cap 

which, though at times obscuring our view of the route above, 

was definitely the safety factor that minimized rock fall and 

made it possible for us to continue. 

We feel that "spicy sense of insecurity" 

Climbing the steep upper slope of the bergschrund, we 

arrived at the base of the couloir. All the time we felt that 

"spicy sense of insecurity" that Gaston Rebuffat talks 

about. The first two leads were a nerve-wracking III over 

snow and ice coated rock. Giving Mike an ice hatchet belay, 

he surmounted a water ice pitch, disappeared around the 

corner, and for the next half hour I stood in a shower of ice 

and snow. Then I heard one of the dread expressions of 

climbing— "Rock!" I couldn't see it, but I could hear it 

coming closer as it rebounded from one side of the couloir to 

the other side. I like to think that I zigged when it zagged, 

but the probable truth is that the rock (it must have been 

50-100 pounds) just plain missed me (by about two feet; the 

couloir was only five feet wide at this point) and that I 

wouldn't have been able to avoid it had it taken a different 

bounce at the last. The couloir broadened above, as a funnel 

(with all its ominous implications), and we soon found our-

selves on a steep.neve slope. 

We could now see what we had suspected from below. We 

had not been entirely free from ice fall as there were ice 

cliffs directly above us, but at least they were not overhang-

ing at this point. We had one bad moment when a particularly 

strong blast of wind brought a torrent of ice particles from 

above, which in strong winds is often a sign that the ice 

cliff is beginning to break off, but nothing came of it. The 

conditions were so arctic that we put on our down parkas. In 

500 feet of steep neve, sometimes on the front two points of 

our crampons, we arrived at the only passage through the ice 

cliffs on the entire east face, a neve slope perhaps 50-100 

18 

yards wide, the last difficulty on the climb. In another hour, 

at about 5:00 o'clock in the afternoon, we stood on top with 

the great East face beneath us. 

A screaming wind and nil visibility made it too miserable 

to feel elation. We headed for a descent of the North Ridge, 

relying upon what we remembered from last year's ascent of 

the mountain. We continued down what we thought was the 

North Ridge until realizing that we were just plain lost. We 

had to wait a half an hour before a temporary clearing re-

vealed what we had done—we had partially descended the 

N.W. face of the North Ridge. A traverse of the upper part of 

this face was necessary to gain the North Ridge. It was now 

7 p.m. and although we were prepared for a bivouac under the 

worst of conditions, we are not romantics and had no desire 

to bivouac. We would have to hurry. As if to taunt us, the 

mountain completely cleared (as cloud caps often do in the 

cool evening air) and after a few anxious minutes attempting 

to find the snow covered trail through the forest, we arrived 

back at the car at 10 p.m. after 17 hours of steady going, 

having ascended and descended almost 8,000 vertical feet, 

much of it over new ground. 

It had been a great adventure, we both agreed and, inciden-

tally, an adventure that probably would not have taken place 

for many years had it not been for the attention focused on 

this truly great alpine face in the March issue of Summit 

Magazine. 

The attention that had been focused on the great East Face 

of Mt. Adams did not diminish with the first route on the 

East Face proper by Mike Swayne and myself. About a week 

later Fred Beckey and Herb Staley made the first ascent of 

the South Lobe of the Lyman Glacier (or the ice fall of the 

Wilson Glacier; both glaciers issue from the summit ice cap 

and it is a matter of terminology which it is called. The 

North Lobe of the Lyman Glacier was climbed in 1948 by 

C. Molenaar and R. Craig.) On September 22 John Holland 

and myself ascended the Lava Ridge, which is the cleaver 

separating the Lava Glacier Headwall and the North Lobe of 

the Lyman Glacier. Conditions were excellent for crampon-

ing; in fact, snow was so hard that even though the slope 

was only 30-35 degrees where the ridge (some 2,500 feet in 

height) merged with the summit ice cap, it would have been 

impossible to stop had one slipped. Though both of these 

skirted the East Face proper, they were nevertheless new 

routes on a little known side of Mt. Adams. 
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Valerie Gordon from Kaycee, Wyoming, spending a 

month at Sun Valley, beside her regular lessons in 

which she was tutored, was assigned "a project." 

Watching the snow measurement, she decided to make 

this her investigation. Here she calls on Eddie Seagle, 

chief engineer at the Union Pacific resort, and learns 

that since 1937 he has been a cooperative observer to 

take official meteorological observations. She sees 

his certificate and charts and the button he was award-

ed after ten years of service. Since Valerie is wearing 

a two star pin that means she has come down Baldy 

mountain without a spill, Mr. Seagle suggests that she 

go up with the ski patrol and see how the measure-

ments are taken. 

At 8 a.m. Valerie meets Cliff Persons, experienced ski 

patrolman in charge of weather recording, and they 

take the chair lift to the top of Baldy Mountain. 

SNOW MEASUREMENT: a picture story 
By Doris Taylor 

Photos by Fred Lindholm 

The snow that is important for skiers ar Sun Valley is 

equally important to the farmers of Idaho who are dependent 

on the moisture in the snowpack for their irrigation the 

coming season. 

Although most of Idaho is semi-arid, moisture is stored in 

the snow on the mountains so that, in most years, crystal 

clear streams flow all summer long bringing water to the 

farmers during the months when it is needed. 

Measuring the water content of the snow is a joint project 

of federal, state and private workers. Forecasting the 

streamflow for the coming summer allows for planning for the 

most beneficial use of the water that will be available. In 

years with a low runoff conservation farmers can, for ex- 
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ample, substitute crops such as grains for sugar beets and 

potatoes that require more water. In heavy flow years, stor-

age in reservoirs can be lowered to reduce flood damage.. 

For the last 24 years Sun Valley has been one of the 

private organizations that has been a cooperative observer 

for taking official meteorological observations. 

Valerie Gordon, a little girl who lives on a ranch near 

Kaycee, Wyoming, saw the measurements being taken and 

became curious. 

With the help of the Sun Valley Ski Patrol she learned that 

snow is a lot more important than something for little girls 

to ski on. 
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At the precipitation gage, Cliff carefully picks up a 
piece of plywood that holds the new snowfall and 
gently transfers it to the metal cylinder he carries. 

Valerie and Cliff ski down College Run to a place where the 
precipitation gage is placed in a spot protected from wind. 

Cliff and Valerie now climb up to the weather house at 
9,000 feet. 

On the measuring gage, Cliff shows Valerie how much water the 
tube contains. At Sun Valley the water usually measures about 
one-tenth the snow depth. Six inches of new snow would be 
storing .6 inches of water. A northern storm that brings Sun 
Valley its famous powder snow will have as little as .1 of 
water, while the wet snows that come in November to form the 
base for Sun Valley's skiing will have much more. 
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He reads the depth of the new snoiv that has fallen on another 
piece of plywood. 

In the ski patrol hut at the top of Baldy, Valerie watch-

es while the snow melts in the tube. 

      

Back at the ski patrol hut, Cliff calls Boise, Idaho, to 

report the minimum and maximum and present temper-

ature; the wind velocity and direction; the condition of 

the sky with high or low clouds; the new snow depth 

and water content. He receives the weather report from 

Boise and phones it down to the sports desks at the 
Lodge and Challenger Inn. 

In the weather house, Valerie looks at the drum on 

which a triple graph is recorded of the wind velocity, 

wind direction and hours of sunshine. 
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The old man turned from the window and looked at the boy 

sitting quietly beside the bed. The boy was his grandson, and 

the old man felt a great affection for him, especially now. 

"Are you comfortable, Grandpa?" the boy asked. 

"I'm fine." The old man's voice was very weak and it tired 

him to speak, as did the knowledge that he was dying. 

The boy sat back in the deep leather chair that was his and 

the old man's favorite. Many times, when the boy was even 

smaller, he had sat opposite his grandfather, across from this 

same chair, the two balancing a chess board on their knees, 

and played for long hours until the boy lost interest and the 

old man sent him off to play. 

Now the boy, who knew nothing of death, sat in the deep 

chair and waited for the old man to speak whatever was on 

his mind. 

I'd like to leave the boy something, the old man thought. I'd 

like to leave him one big idea or one big rule to cover every-

thing, but of course there is nothing of that. I never did 

approve of generalities. There are too many holes in them 

and too many exceptions. 

He turned to the window again. Far down through the trees 

he could see the river, very brown and slow flowing between 

its green banks. In a moment his vision blurred and the 

images overran each other and faded. 

'They are almost gone, too, he thought, my eyes that were 

my pride and have lasted when nearly everything else has 

deserted me. It's too bad when a man outlasts himself, he 

thought. 

He had believed at one time that when he left he wanted to 

make it clean and complete, leaving nothing behind, but he 

knew now that he had been wrong. He wanted now very much 

to leave something, at least for the boy. Perhaps he could 
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By Al Riordan 

, Reprinted from "Empire" by permission of H. Ray Baker, Editor 

leave the best parts, the only good parts of himself, with the 

boy. He, the old man, had seen many fine things and done a 

few himself and been around for a good many others. Perhaps 

he could pass on some of those. 

Things like the mountains. He had lived all his life, all the 

moments that were truly worth living, in the mountains. The 

mountains, which were nothing in themselves, meaning some-

thing only in the way you felt about them. Maybe he could 

tell the boy about that and make him feel it, too. 

Perhaps he could tell the boy about the high country; about 

nights when he woke suddenly in the still cold and looked up 

at a sky crowded with stars, clearer and closer than a man 

had ever seen before; about mornings when the sun crested 

the Divide, leaving the boulder fields sharply defined, with 

a thin crust of ice on the tiny streams that trickled among 

them; about days that seemed to run on forever and left him 

with the knowledge that he had accomplished something and 

a happy expectation for days to come. 

About the fall trip into the Mummies when a mule deer 

bumped against the cabin door every night until they got up 

to throw rocks at it, and the deer ran off and down the hill, 

and they could hear him splashing across the shallow edge 

of the lake. In the morning he and Dan had gone up to the 

high lakes and caught trout, the fish splashing and thumping 

wetly on the rocks .. . 

That must have been 30 years ago, he thought, and it seems 

as thought we were there only this morning. 

If I could just tell him about climbing and leave him that, 

he thought. Of going on from the truck early, the sun just up, 

walking quickly to be warm, up the long, gentle, rocky slope, 

I not an old man then but young and strong and eager and full 

of the wonder of a new day, hurrying ahead, Tom walking 

more slowly behind. 

Or about the first snow when Frank ran up from the cabin 

toward him, pointing at the sky and shouting, the horses 

hurrying now with the barn in sight, and the dry flakes melt-

ing quickly, barely wetting the black earth. The next week-

end they went to town for the last time, and then they were 

snowed in all winter. That was the year old Sam, Frank's 
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first dog, died? Or was that another winter? These things 

were a long while ago, he thought. I can remember it all, but 

maybe I don't have it right any more. 

He remembered one thing right, though, and that was the 

people. He could tell the boy about that, and about how he 

had never found a man he truly disliked. There were many he 

did not care for, but as soon as he came to know a person 

and to understand him, he no longer disliked the man. He had 

liked a few very much and had built his whole life with them. 

Some were dead now, but most would outlive him. That's all 

right, he thought, it's easier on me to be mourned than it is 

to mourn. At least I don't have to be lonely, not at the end. 

The boy stirred in his chair and the old man turned to him. 

"I have something to tell you," the old man said. It was- as 

though someone else had spoken, the voice very faint and 

distant, There are too many things, he thought. Too much is 

important. If I could only express it all at once, pull it to-

gether. "Ah love, could but you and I conspire to grasp the 

scheme of things entire." 

It had taken him a lifetime to learn what Mallory meant 

—"Have we vanquished an enemy? None but ourselves." He 

understood it truly now; the only battle man ever fights is 

with himself. When he has conquered himself he has con-

quered all else. 

Perhaps that was what he should tell the boy. 

The old man opened his eyes and the room was very dim. 

He felt a great weakness, as though some effort had drained 

from him all of his strength. 

The boy still sat close to the bed. 

"Did you want to tell me something, Grandpa?" he a'sked. 

The old man looked at him a long while, seeing all the 

years of himself in the face of his grandson. 

At last he shook his head, moving it slightly on the pillow. 

"No," ,he said, his voice quite clear for a moment. "No 

one can tell you. You have to learn it all for yourself." 

After a while the boy left and the old man was alone. He 

turned to the window and lay still a long time, looking at the 

sky and the dark trees, and at the brown river flowing slowly 

far beyond. 
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Autographed $10.00 postpaid 
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18809 Olympic View Drive, Edmonds, Washington 

'CONTOUR PACK FRAME WITH 

WATERPROOF NYLON PACK BAG 

Aluminum alloy tubular frame fits well onto back. Pad-
ded shoulder yoke helps carry any load with surprising 

comfort. Grey nylon FIBERTHIN bag (zipper pockets 
protected from rain) is set high on frame, yet does not 
impair head room. Improved bag design affords good 
capacity for expedition use but is not too large for 

weekend trips. 

Model 501 frame with #80 bag. Includes waist strap. 
Price: $43.40 (excise tax included). Postage additional. 

Send for free 48-page illustrated catalog of mountain-

eering .and camping equipment. 

TRAILINISE 
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THE SKI HUT 

1615 University Avenue 
Berkeley, California 
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MEILIT6Pack  
for illustrated 
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A. I. KELTY MFG. CO. 

6342 SAN FERNANDO ROAD 

P.O. BOX 3453 
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The Wild Cascades 

Monthly newsletter of the 

North Cascades Conservation Council 

"To secure the support of the people and 
the government in the protection and 
preservation of scenic, scientific, wild-
life, wilderness, and outdoor recreational 
resource values in the North Cascades.." 

$1.00 per year 
Rt. 2, Box 6652 Free sample copy 
Issaquah, Washington on request 

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING 

MOUNTAINEERING SUPPLY: Black's 
sleeping bags, Optimus stoves, Fritsch 
and Stubai iron, Beardmore dehydrated 
foods, Eureka tents, Zedo packs, etc. 
Send for catalog, 897 St. David's Lane, 
Schenectady, New York. 

PACK TRIPS by burro with Snowmass 
Wilderness Guide Service, P.O. Box 446, 
Aspen, Colorado 

The North Cascades Conservation 
Council has noted with alarm the ex-

ploding invasion of Forest Service trails 

that have traditionally enabled many 

thousands of hikers to find relief in the 

National Forests away from the noise of 

a mechanized world. 

Patrick D. Goldsworthy, president of 

the Council, stated that the threat of 

Tote-Gotes taking over the trails of 

Washington's Cascades can be met in a 

large part by the creation of the pro-

posed North Cascades National Park and 

the North Cascades Wilderness Area, 

where mechanized trail vehicles are pro-

hibited. . . The day may come when our 

national parks will be the only place 

where the hiker can escape from the 

hunter's gun in the fall and the hunter's 

trail-scooter in the summer. 
During the first weekend in August, 

members of the North Cascades Conser-

vation Council were on a wilderness 

hike into the Glacier Peak Wilderness 

Area on Meadow Mountain when they en-

countered ten Tote-Gotes. One of these 
gasoline-powered trail scooters, which 

had ground its way illegally five miles 

into the Wilderness Area, was observed 

doing the following: 
Leaving the trail wherever the 

switchback corner was too sharp, the 

trail too cut-up, or the grass and heather 

adjacent to the trail was smoother; the 

effect was to damage the trail by leav-

ing tire grooves into and out of the trail, 

leaving scars in the meadows which will 

aid in trail erosion when rains begin. 

Foot hikers are taught not to cut cor-

ners on switchbacks. 
Wherever the traction was poor due 

MAKE YOUR OWN CAMPING GEAR 

Our new book, Lightweight Camping Equip-

ment and How to Make It, jampacked with 

information on equipment even if you 

never make any. 130 pgs. clothbound, by 

Gerry Cunningham. $3.25 ppd. 

HIGHLANDER PUBLISHING CO. Ward, Colo. 

The 
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Menace of Tote-Gotes 

to loose dirt, rocks or mud, the rear 
wheel kept turning and digging into the 
trail, the back end of the vehicle fish-
tailing back and forth, until the tire 
tread encountered a solid footing, at 
which point the Tote-Gote would then 
lurch forward. 

In the summer of 1960, the Sierra Club 
conducted its first Northwestern Wilder-
ness Threshold Trip—a trip designed 
for families hiking while theii equipment 
is packed in. For a week the wilderness 
of Cooper Lake in Washington's Cas-
cades had captured the imagination of 
11 adults and 13 children, with families 
coming from as far away as Ohio. The 
wilderness mood of the trip, planned 
many months in advance, was shattered 
in a minute as two husky men roared 
through our trailside camp to awaken us  

From "The Wild Cascades" 

all at six in the morning. The morale of 
the trip,  was broken; disillusionment, 
anger and disbelief were felt throughout 
the camp. We wondered whether the 
children would grow up to recognize two-
wheeled trail scooters as a normal 
feature of wilderness: we hope not. 
H. C. Chriswell, Forest Supervisor, 

Mt. Baker National Forest, has ordered 
the wilderness signs up, one.  more step 
toward eliminating Tote-Gote fumes. 
tt. . .Had we not been fighting many 
stubborn fires, which hung in the rocks 
and cliffs, we would have had the signs 
up early in August. As it was, only a 
portion of the Glacier Peak Wilderness 
signs were in place. They should all be 
posted by now. On these signs is the 
reminder that mechanical equipment of 
any kind is prohibited." 

For Climbers For Christmas — Books from the Sierra Club 

Manual of Ski Mountaineering New Edition 
Edited by David Brower. With a new introduction, "Skis to the Winter Wilder-
ness" and many photos of winter in the High Sierra. Chapters on rock climbing 
and snow and ice climbing were added to incorporate lessons learned in the 
most extensive American mountain training program. The chapters on warmth, 
shelter and equipment are of continuing value to people expecting to travel in 
cold, winter or summer. Just revised by the Sierra Club. Illustrated. $2.95. 

Wilderness: America's Living Heritage Just published December 4 
Edited by David Brower. What wilderness has meant to a nation's fabric, to its 
art, to its shape, and to its future—these meanings are searched out by men of 
widely varying interests but of uniformly high talent. _Stimulating individual 
chapters, interspersed with perceptive spontaneous discussion. Beautifully 
illustrated by Philip Hyde. $5.75. 

This is the American Earth Now in its Second printing 
Ansel Adams, Nancy Newhall. Here is beauty, dignity, force in a book, the most 
moving work the Sierra Club has ever published. The book is eloquent in text 
and image, timely yet timeless, an experience of itself, created from a superb 
exhibit that has won international acclaim. $15.00. 

Words of th, Earth A companion volume 
Cedric Wright, Edited by Nancy Newhall. This book is a protound revelation of 
a most uncommon man. In his combination of words and pictures, "it is Mr. 
Wright's gift to show us 'the unmarked face of America's wilderness' with. . . . 
clarity, grandeur, intimacy. . . ." Edward Weeks, Atlantic Monthly. $12.50. Both 
books in display format, 1014 x 13/2. 
"Both these books, which may seem expensive, cost far more to produce than 
they can sell for, being in essence priceless. As gifts to the discerning, they 
will outlast one lifetime and mitigate another."— Rochester Times-Herald 

For a complete catalogue of publications, write: Sierra Club books, 1050 Mills Tower, San Francisco 4, California 
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Scouts-Camper s-Fishermen-Hunter s 

Backpacker s-Mountaineer s-Climber s 

BASIC 
MOUNTAINEERING 

— The only book of its kind, 
designed to provide the basic 

knowledge necessary to travel 
safely in the mountains and the 
desert. Presented in a concise, 
illustrated, highly readable form. 

$2. 00 a copy-or quantity rates. 

Sierra Club, San Diego Chapter B 
P. 0. B. 525 San Diego, California 

—to meet your toughest demand — 

HOL U BAR 

CHROMOLY ANGLE PITONS 

(none finer!) 

and 

TIMBERLINE SLEEPING BAGS 

(made to your special wishes!) 

—catalog on request— 

Boulder Colorado 

For Better Back Packing. 

A NEW Concept Developed from Expedition 

and Field Testing. 

A Post Card Will Bring Our Latest Brochure. 

BUDD DAVIS, Dept. X2 

1150 North 205th Street, Seattle 33, Washington 

JONAS BROTHERS OF ALASKA 

700 - 5th Avenue 

Anchorage, Alaska 

The world's leading House in 

FrUR ,PARKAS 

The new trend in fashion on the ski slope and 

for after ski wear. In seal, wolf, fox, or rabbit. 

Matching mukluks are the ideal footwear in 

snow and as after ski wear. 

Write for our free catalog. 

Your Letters 
Dear Editor: 

As the charter president of the Western 

Washington State College Alpine Club, I 
would like to offer several corrections 
in regard to "An Avalanche Experience 

in the Twin Sister Range," (November 

issue). 

We did not feel that a definite ava-

lanche danger existed. The main danger 

was snow "balling-up" on the bottom of 

the crampons. Dr. Bressler emphasized 

this danger to the members of the party. 

I belayed the first rope down the 

steepest pitch and then stood to one 

side in order to take photos of the 

second rope's descent. I watched Dave 

Dahl, the first man on Bressler's rope, 

follow us down, using our footsteps. 

Before Dahl could set a belay, Laster 

started down. Laster took two or three 

steps (without tapping his crampons 

with his ice axe). I distinctly saw a 

large ball of snow on the bottom of 

Laster's foot as he took the step that 

ended in a trip down the mountain. At 

this point I shouted to Laster to stop, 

but it was too late. 

When Laster slipped, it was still pos-

sible to arrest, but he made no visible 

attempt to do so while in my field of 

vision. Laster pulled Dahl off his half-

set belay, and the combined weight of 

both was too much for Dr. Bressler to 

hold in the soft snow. As they passed, 

Dr. Bressler was making a violent effort 

to halt the slide. He succeeded in al-

most doing so several times during the 

descent, but was pulled off each time. 

Laster uses a loose definition of the 

word avalanche. In actuality, what snow 

slid down the mountain was scraped 

loose by the passage of the climbers. 

Dr. Bressler wrote an account of the 

accident shortly after which he ,was 

going to send to the American Alpine 

Club's safety committee. He showed the 

account to Dr. Flora, a professor at 
Western Washington College, and myself. 

In his report, he stressed the lack of 

belay signals and inattention to snow 
"balled-up" on Laster's crampons. 

The club did climb a great deal after 
the accident. Shuksan, Sahale, Baker, 

Larrabee, and many others were climbed. 

In recent times the club has been very 

active . 
L. A. Mann 

Burlington, Washington 
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Photo by John Kugl in 

John Auld near summit of White Twin Spire in the Garden of the Gods. 

Mountaineers' Weekend 
By John Kuglin 

Where Experts 
Come 

to Buy 
Join this 25-year-old sportsmen's 
cooperative whose members include 
mountaineers, professional guides, 
campers, skiers, skin divers, sports- 
men and scout leaders. Domestic 
and imported articles carefully 

screened and tested before they are offered. 
You enjoy low co-op prices and profit-shcrring 
plan. Write for catalog. 

Ovutry OK ID DIE ewrie,r4, 
KIDDIE SEAT *-
19 oz. frame carrier—
half the weight of any 
other--that offers su-
perior comfort. $10.95 

KIDDIE CARR 
Compact 
piggyback 
carrier that 
folds to 
pocket size. $4.59 

# BABY SLING 
Supports baby 

in natural 
position 
astride 

hip. 
$3.95 

Give a GERRY CARRIER for Christmas 

All prices include postage. 

0 
 We gift ship. Satisfaction 

oguaranteed. Free folder. 

eftft-CDES1  GN S 
Box 998, 

Boulder, Colo. 

Reeteatioaae Ereceitoteat 7ue. 
DEPT. S 

523 PIKE ST., SEATTLE 1, WASH. 

The Colorado College Mountain Club 

will host the 1962 Mcuntaineers Week-

end, which will be held on May 11, 12, 

and 13 at Colorado Springs, Colorado. 

This will be the sixth annual weekend; 

the event has previously been sponsored 

by the University of Wyoming Outing 

Club, the University of Utah Ute Aline 

Club, the Colorado R.M.R., and Colorado 

State University. The purpose of the 

weekend is to bring members of the 

college mountaineering clubs together. 

We are fortunate in having many fine 
climbing areas within a few miles of our 

campus. Dominating the region is 14,110-
foot Pikes Peak, which presents some 

excellent rock climbing, though the cog 
railway and auto road, which lead to the 

summit, mislead many climbers into 

thinking that the Peak is an uninterest-
ing mountain. Actually Pikes Peak has 

the greatest altitude gain of any peak in 
Colorado. The East face trail begins at 
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6,500 feet and winds 121/2  miles to the 

summit. The famous Garden of the Gods 

vertical sandstone formations are a 

climbers' paradise, the highest being 

350 feet. There are also some granite 

pinnacles and face climbs in the can-

yons near the college. 

The festivities will commence on 

Friday, May 11, when the climbers ar-

rive and pitch their traditional camp on 

the college athletic field. The Saturday 

programs will include a climb of Pikes 

Peak and neighboring mountains, hiking 

on the numerous trails of the Rampart 

Range, rock climbing and some caving, 

though our caves are small and dusty. 
These trips will provide opportunities 

for the exchanging of ideas, equipment 

and techniques. Saturday night there 
will be the steak fry and party in the 

"Grand Old Tradition" of Mountaineers 

Weekend. Sunday activities will be 

arranged according to interest. 

New Limmer Custom made climbing boot. 

One seam construction on upper makes for 

strength, comfort and water proofpess. 

Leather lined throughout. Foam padding on 

top of upper. Double stitched, and soles 

are cemented and screwed on. Our boots 

have served well in all parts of the World 

and were chosen 'to be exhibited in Moscow. 

Write for measuring directions. Guaranteed 

satisfactory fit. Price 432.50 plus postage. 

Peter limmer & Sons 
Intervale, New Hampshire 
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from GERRY — a MERRY 

(and a frantic FIRST) 



ANORAKS made by Thomas Black & Sons, Scotland 
This pattern of Black's Anorak has 
been evolved over many years through the 
cooperation of leading mountaineers. 
It is available in the Standard Model and 
the "Ventile" Model. 

STANDARD MODEL: Made from closely woven cotton 
duck, renowned for its rugged wearing and 

exceptionally windproof qualities. 
Kangaroo Pouch pocket with zip-fastener and protective 

flap fitted above waist. Patch pockets on skirt. 
Hood draws close with zip-fastener from the chest to chin; 

draw-cord gives snug fitting over head and around face. 
Inner elasticated cuffs 

prevent snow and cold from entering sleeves. 
A button piece is provided for fastening 

between legs. 
In 32-inch to 44-inch loose fitting chest sizes. 

Colors: Olive Green, Royal Blue, Orange. 

"VENTI LE" MODEL: Same style as the Standard Anorak, 
but double texture to the waist and no patch pockets. 

Exceptionally waterproof and windproof. 
Colors: Royal Blue or Fawn. 

For further information 
on Anoraks and other mountaineering equipment, 

write to: 

HIGHLAND 

outfitters 

Box 121 
Riverside, California 



of course! 

the favorite skis 
are imported ...from 
Timonium, Maryland, U.S.A. 
From A to Z, Aspen to Zermatt, the world's most celebrated 

ski resorts prize two things in common . . . white snow 

and black Head Skis. Ten minutes on Heads tell you why. 

No other skis make skiing such a ball for the bunny, such 

a triumph for the racer, such an everlasting joy for every 

skier in between. For you, on any slope, great skis 

make great skiing . . . 

and who makes great skis? 

Head Standard, $98.50. Head Vector, $122.50; Competition Vector, $132.50. 
Head Ski Poles, $24.50. At authorized, serious ski shops the world over. 


